
Would you like your Porsche to look this good?

If the answer is “Yes” then you should join the Cal
2017 to see how it's done. 3D Products
specialize in detailing and paint correction and carry their own products. They will show you how to
make your car look like a show winner our just a well
will get to have their car used as the demonstrator and we all should leave with enough information to
keep our beautiful machines looking like new ready for our upcoming Concours.

The hosts will provide lunches for all participants.
We need to provide them with the number of people attending so it is important for you to inform the
event chairperson as soon as possible.

Event: Car care clinic.

Date: April 8, 2017.

Location: 3D Car Care, 20655 Soledad Canyon Road, Canyon Country, Ca.

Start Time: 10:00 a.m.
Event chairperson: Bob Gordon at “

Alternative Registration: MSReg.com

For those members in the northern area, we will meet at Albertson's Market in Palmdal
38727 Tierra Subida Ave. in Palmdale. (Corner of Palmdale Blvd. And 10
leave no later than 9:15 am.
Santa Clarita members will go directly to the address location or you can join us at Albertson’s for a
beautiful drive through the canyons.
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If the answer is “Yes” then you should join the Cal-Inland Region for a detail clinic on April 8,
2017 to see how it's done. 3D Products in Santa Clarita is holding a car care clinic just for us. They
specialize in detailing and paint correction and carry their own products. They will show you how to
make your car look like a show winner our just a well-maintained everyday driver. One lucky
will get to have their car used as the demonstrator and we all should leave with enough information to
keep our beautiful machines looking like new ready for our upcoming Concours.
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Bob Gordon at “rgphotography@msn.com” or 818

Alternative Registration: MSReg.com

For those members in the northern area, we will meet at Albertson's Market in Palmdal
38727 Tierra Subida Ave. in Palmdale. (Corner of Palmdale Blvd. And 10th St. west) at 9:00 am and
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